
1 TAG and IOV Policy Summary
Low Level CA/AL Tasks:

Remark:Condition data obtained from these tasks will be used for prompt reconstruction and therefore
are updated frequently. For that reason it is beneficial to keep the tag for these data unchanged.

Policy: IOV extension via the O2O procedure. Tag remains unchanged.

ResponsibilityT0 Production Team

Middle Level CA/AL Tasks :

Remark:Condition data obtianed from these important, usually physics event data based CA/AL tasks,
are expected to be rather infrequent. Examples are track based alignment or precise calorimeter energy
calibrations. With update frequencies of week to months these CA/AL tasks should change tag when
updates of the payload and/or IOV table are carried out.

Policy: Change of Tag and IOV object for any update unchanged.

ResponsibilityCorresponding calibration group (usually sub-detector system)

High Level CA/AL Tasks:

Remark:High level physics calibrations such as jet energy scale or b tagging calibration. Condition
data of these tasks are expected to be unfrequent. To facilitate the bookkeeping and update procedure
it is beneficial to change tag when updates of the payload and/or IOV table has been carried out.

Policy: Change of Tag and IOV object for any update

ResponsibilityCorresponding physics group
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Hierarchy of CA/AL Tasks

Low Level (LL) Tasks :
Comprises the fundamental and frequentIP definedcalibrations such as pedestal/gain/noise/ etc. that
are made available for offline reconstruction via the O2O. In addition it contains also theSpecial Event
Data tasks like ECAL laser transparency monitoring or hardware alignment that are included in the
prompt reconstruction process at the T0.
Remark:Low Level condition data are expected to possess no relevant interdependencies. Therefore
the assembly of a consistent set of tags can be accomplished by simply compiling the latest approved
individual tags.

Middle Level (ML) Tasks :
These are fundamental CA/AL tasks that utilize physics event data to define the corresponding condi-
tion data. Examples are the precise ECAL/HCAL energy calibration as well as the tracker alignment.
While middle level tasks do not provide immediate input for prompt reconstruction, their results will
be applied at the RECO/AOD level as soon as they become available.
Remark:Condition data obtained from middle level tasks might exhibit some relevant interdependen-
cies. For example the precise ECAL energy calibration might make use of tracks that in turn depend
on the used tracker alignment. Therefore, this ECAL energy calibration would depend on the utilized
tracker alignment tag. It remains to be seen if such interdependencies have a relevant impact on certain
precise physics studies. If this is the case the global tag must reflect these dependencies.

High Level (HL) Tasks :
All dedicated high level physics calibrations such as jet energy scale or b tagging calibration are repre-
sented in this group. Typically condition data derived from high level tasks exhibit strong dependencies
on middle level condition data.
Remark: Since at creation time of these condition data the full list of dependencies with other cal-
ibrations is know1), this information should be utilized to define a consistent set of tags for future
reconstruction.

1) Usually already reconstructed event data are utilized to define these high level calibration objects. Therefore, the global tag
used to create the reconstruction has the full information about the dependency (e.g. new Jet Energy calibration has been
defined with ECAL/HCAL energy calibration tag=xyz).
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